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BRUSSELS: The latest paroxysm of
Greece’s debt crisis has exposed growing
rifts in the euro-zone which, unless
addressed soon, could lead to the break-
up of European monetary union, the EU’s
most ambitious project. The most worry-
ing sign for European leaders is that public
opinion and domestic politics are pulling
them increasingly in opposing directions -
not just between Greece and Germany, the
biggest debtor and the biggest creditor,
but almost everywhere.

Germans, Finns, Dutch, Balts and
Slovaks no longer want taxpayers’ money
to go to bail out Greeks, while the French,
Italians and Greeks feel the euro-zone is all
about austerity and punishment and lacks
solidarity and economic stimulus. With
central and east European states growing
more assertive and the Dutch and Finns
facing mounting domestic constraints, a
compromise between euro-zone leaders
Germany and France, increasingly hard to
find over Greece, is no longer sufficient to
settle the problems. There are so many
stakeholders with divergent views that cri-
sis management is becoming ever more
difficult. A far-reaching reform of the 19-
nation currency area’s flawed structure
seems a remote prospect.

‘Temporarily’
After weeks of late-night emergency

meetings of leaders and finance ministers,
culminating in a tense all-night summit,
the euro-zone produced a fragile deal to
keep Greece afloat by making it a virtual
protectorate under intrusive supervision.
Few, if any, of the main protagonists think

it will work. Greek Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras said it was a bad deal that would
make life worse for Greece but he had
swallowed it because the alternative was
worse. German Finance Minister Wolfgang
Schaeuble said Athens would have done
better to leave the euro-zone - “temporari-
ly” - to get a debt write-off. Chancellor
Angela Merkel, Europe’s dominant leader,
made clear the main virtue of the deal was
to avoid something worse.

“The alternative to this agreement
would not be a ‘time-out’ from the euro ...
but rather predictable chaos,” she said. A
senior EU official involved in brokering the
compromise, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said there was now a “20,
maybe 30 percent chance of success”.
“When I look at the next two to three
years, the next three months, I see only
black clouds,” the official said. “All we suc-
ceeded in doing was to avoid a chaotic
Grexit.” Problems are likely to resurface in
late August or September when it comes
to concluding the detailed negotiations on
a three-year bailout program. By then
Greece’s economy may have gone further
off the rails and Greeks may be heading for
early elections.

‘Haircut’
The International Monetary Fund is due

to make another analysis of Greek debt
before a deal is concluded which may well
show that only a “haircut”, or outright
write-down of loans, can make it sustain-
able. Schaeuble, who says a “haircut” is ille-
gal in the euro-zone, will be waiting with
his Plan B for debt relief with Greece out-

side the currency area. Even if the third
Greek bailout in five years does not trip up
at that stage, the chances of it being fully
implemented and delivering an economic
recovery look slim. The Greek crisis has
also widened divisions between euro and
non-euro members, with Britain and the
Czech Republic insisting on guarantees for
their taxpayers’ money in exchange for
using an EU-wide bailout fund for bridge
finance.

If the Greek crisis were the euro-zone’s
only worry, it might be easier to isolate

and resolve it, since financial markets have
shown little sign of the contagion to other
weak sovereigns’ bonds that threatened to
tear it apart in 2012. Greece has been such
a distraction that leaders barely noted an
important report authored by European
Commission President Jean-Claude
Juncker with the heads of four other EU
institutions on how to make the monetary
union work better. That is arguably the
biggest challenge facing the EU, yet there
is little sign of willingness to contemplate
pooling more fiscal sovereignty or sharing

more common liabilities as the authors say
is required.

Permanent bailout fund
The debt crisis that began in 2010 led

to the creation of some new institutions to
strengthen the currency area - a perma-
nent bailout fund, stricter enforcement of
fiscal rules, a single banking supervisor
and a joint mechanism for winding down
failed banks. But German-led opposition
to mutualising debt, French-led resistance
to yielding more control over national
budgets and the electoral rise of
Eurosceptic populist parties prevented the
euro area going further. In Brussels, there
is much talk of how the latest Greek crisis
should prompt a leap forward in integra-
tion to strengthen the euro-zone, but it’s
not clear what progress is possible.

Among the quick wins suggested by
the “five presidents’ report” is a common
deposit insurance scheme for euro-zone
banks that are under ECB supervision and
a fiscal backstop for a bank resolution
fund being raised from the finance sector.
Whether such ideas wil l  f ly in Berl in
remains to be seen. In the longer term,
after 2017, the report envisages setting
up a euro area treasury accountable at
the European level. French President
Francois Hollande suggested this month
creating a parliament for the euro-zone
to give decisions greater democratic
legitimacy. Such ambitious visions stand
at odds with frantic nocturnal crisis man-
agement and the increasingly divisive
nationalist tone of much of the debate in
the euro area.— Reuters
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Crisis management for euro gets harder and harder

ATHENS: A man passes graffiti in Athens. Banks reopened Monday for the first
time in three weeks. But for most Greeks, already buffeted by six years of reces-
sion, Monday was all about rising prices as tax hikes demanded by creditors
took effect. — AP 

SHANGHAI: Officials from the world’s largest
emerging nations launched the New
Development Bank (NDB) yesterday, the second
of two new policy banks heavily backed by
Beijing that are being pitched as alternatives to
existing institutions such as the World Bank. Also
known as the BRICS bank, it follows soon after
the establishment of the China-led Asian
Investment Infrastructure Bank (AIIB). 

The new bank will fund infrastructure and
development projects in BRICS countries - Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South Africa. The cere-
mony yesterday concludes a lengthy wait since
the NDB was first proposed in 2012.
Disagreements over the bank’s funding, man-
agement and headquarters had slowed its
launch. “Our objective is not to challenge the
existing system as it is but to improve and com-
plement the system in our own way,” NDB
President Kundapur Vaman Kamath said.

He added that after a meeting with the AIIB

in Beijing, the NDB had decided to set up a “hot-
line” with the AIIB to discuss issues, and to forge
closer ties between “new institutions coming
together with a completely different approach.”
The bank is considering raising funds by issuing
a “substantial” amount of bonds in member mar-
kets to help mitigate costs arising from
exchange rate fluctuations, he said. Chinese
Finance Minister Lou Jiwei said the NDB’s sup-
port of infrastructure projects will help “ease
long-running bottlenecks faced by emerging
and developing countries, and help them speed
up, adjust and upgrade economic development.”

The ceremony, held in Shanghai where the
NDB’s headquarters are located, was relatively
low-key in comparison to a June signing of the
articles of agreement for the AIIB in Beijing,
which was attended by delegates from 57 coun-
tries and President Xi Jinping. “From our stand-
point we are really looking forward to cooperat-
ing with the new institutions...the needs (for

infrastructure) are huge,” said Karin Finkelston, a
vice president at the World Bank, adding that
the World Bank had been helping the AIIB and
NDB on issues such as human resources. The
Japan-led Asian Development Bank, in a state-
ment quoting its president Takehiko Nakao, said
it hoped to explore opportunities to co-finance
projects with the NDB.

The NDB will have an initial capital of $50 bil-
lion to be equally funded by the five members
who will have equal voting rights. The capital
will be expanded to $100 billion within the next
couple of years. The members will also establish
a reserve currency pool worth over another $100
billion. China has pledged to contribute $41 bil-
lion, Brazil, India and Russia will each contribute
$18 billion, while South Africa will contribute $5
billion. Kamath, a former executive with India’s
largest private bank ICICI Bank, told Reuters ear-
lier this month that the NDB plans to issue its
first loans in April next year. — Reuters
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NDB to help emerging economies develop faster

ATHENS: A woman reads a paper in front of a shop selling old stereo systems in
Athens. — AP 

NITRA: Bozena Vargova, a retired physio-
therapist from Slovakia, cannot understand
why her country should bail out Greeks
who often earn twice as much as Slovaks
and run up debts. “I don’t feel like we
should give anything to Greece,” said
Vargova, who lives on a pension of 370
euros a month, while the average Greek
pension is 833 euros. In the bitter wran-
gling over whether the euro zone should
bail out Greece, some people sympathetic
to Athens framed the debate as a stand-off
between Europe’s rich and poor: wealthy
Germany humiliating poverty-stricken
Greece. But in the case of Slovakia - and
other ex-Communist countries now in the
euro zone - the dividing line is not about
wealth levels but about attitudes to indebt-
edness and sacrifice.

That perceived gulf in values could be
the biggest threat to the already shaky uni-
ty of the euro zone, and it is starkly
exposed in Nitra, a city off 85,000 people in
south-western Slovakia. Sixty-year-old
Vargova, and her husband, who works as a
masseur, have sold their four-room apart-
ment in Nitra and moved to a cheaper
house in a nearby village to eke out their
limited funds. Vargova, who retired after
working for 40 years, believes it is time
Greeks felt some of the hardship Slovaks
went through when their country trans-
formed itself from a Communist economy.
“They lived beyond their means, now they
have to tighten their belts,” she said of the
Greek people.

Harsh realities
Slovak leaders have frequently shared

their impatience with Athens during
Greece’s debt crisis, which culminated last
week with a decision to give the country a
new bailout package worth up to 86 billion
euros ($93.40 bill ion). Prime Minister
Robert Fico said it would be “immoral” to
write off any Greek debt and he would call
for Greece’s exit from the euro zone if
Athens fails to meet agreed conditions.
“Greeks must pay a tax for how they
behaved in the past,” Fico said yesterday.
“We have gone through our own tough
path in Slovakia. If we could do it, as a
country with substantially weaker econo-
my (at the time), another country must do
it as well.” One Twitter post by Slovak
Finance Minister Peter Kazimir, suggesting
Greece’s government brought the harsh
bailout terms on itself, led to a complaint
by the Greek ambassador, according to a
Slovak government source. The Greek

embassy in Slovakia’s capital, Bratislava,
had no immediate comment.

After a sharp slump in the Greek econo-
my in recent years, Slovakia has now edged
ahead of Greece in economic output per
capita. Slovak output now stands at 76 per-
cent of the EU average, while Greece is at
72 percent, according to 2014 data by
Eurostat, the EU’s statistics service. But fig-
ures on household incomes still put Slovaks
behind. Minimum wages are 380 euros in
Slovakia and 684 euros in Greece. Slovakia’s
average pension is 408 euros. Even adjust-
ed for the lower cost of living in Slovakia,
average Greek wages are still 25 percent
higher than in Slovakia, according to the
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development.

Reform sweep
With a monthly pension of 437 euros,

67-year old widow Maria Halmesova is bet-
ter off than most pensioners her age living
alone in Slovakia, yet she still struggles to
get by. She spends two hours a day clean-
ing offices and homes to stretch her
income. “I spend 200 euros on rent and
energy, food is very expensive, I’m lucky I
don’t need expensive drugs. Still, without
additional jobs my pension wouldn’t be
enough to pay all the bills,” Halmesova told
Reuters. I f  l ife is tough for many of
Slovakia’s 5.4 million people, it is in part
because of market reforms in the early
2000s that made it easier to fire employees
and made the tax system more effective -
similar to some of the measures Athens
now faces under the terms of its bailout.
Slovakia was dubbed the black hole of cen-
tral Europe under Prime Minister Vladimir
Meciar in the 1990s.

Slovaks instead voted in a new govern-
ment which undertook sweeping market-
friendly reforms, including major privatiza-
tions, tax changes, a labor market revamp,
a pension overhaul and increased trans-
parency. The World Bank called the country
the “World’s Top Reformer” in 2004. The
new policies brought in investors, boosted
exports and growth, and kept debt down
to well below the euro-zone average.
Having lived through those tumultuous
changes, Halmesova has little sympathy for
Greek people protesting over the terms of
the euro zone’s bailout. “When Slovakia
went through painful reforms people
sucked it up, there were no mass protests,
no strikes,” she said. “It’s not solidarity for
such a small country to contribute to
Greece.”— Reuters
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should Greece get more than us?

ATHENS: To tourists wandering the narrow streets of central
Athens, 20 cents on the price of souvlaki - a Greek favorite of
grilled meat on a skewer - may not seem much. But for wait-
er Stavros Giokas, Monday’s jump in value-added tax is a big
worry. The VAT rise, demanded by Greece’s lenders in return
for a rescue deal, forced the restaurant where Giokas works
to push up the price of souvlaki - wrapped in flatbread with
salad and drizzled in tzatziki garlic yogurt - to 2.40 euros
($2.60) from 2.20.

While a bargain for well-to-do northern European visi-
tors, for Greeks worn down by years of austerity, the price
increase is one more reason not to eat out. “People are
counting every cent, not just for souvlakis,” Giokas said as he
waited for customers, surrounded by empty tables decked
in yellow and green tablecloths. Some big, foreign-owned
firms will absorb the rise in VAT on processed food and pub-
lic transport from 13 to 23 percent without passing it on to
customers. Other businesses may simply try to dodge pay-
ing the tax on some of their sales, a widespread practice
that has contributed to Greece’s economic problems.

But for many of those that do pay, there may be no other
option than to pass on the rise to clients. “We can’t absorb
the cost. Everything is getting more expensive: tomatoes,
onions, tzatziki,” Giokas said. The tax hike will affect not only
the cost of restaurant meals, processed food in shops and
even salt, but also taxi fares and private school fees. VAT
jumped less than a week after the rise was approved in par-
liament as the leftist government of Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras tries to show other euro zone countries he is serious
about reforms required to start talks on an 86 billion euro
bailout deal that Greece needs to stay afloat.

But across the country, workers, pensioners and econo-
mists alike worried about the impact of the increase on a
population suffering from unemployment of over 25 per-
cent and on an economy that was already forecast to con-
tract this year. “When everything costs me 10 percent more,
isn’t my pension’s buying power much weaker? It’s like a
pension cut,” 65-year-old Nikos Koulopoulos said.
Economists say Greeks have little choice but to pay up as
the VAT rise largely affects goods they cannot live without.
“It’s definitely a recessionary measure,” said Nick Magginas
at National Bank. “But there are good chances it will bring in
the expected revenues because a big part of the adjust-
ment applies to basic goods where demand is not elastic.”

Black economy boost?
Several major international retailers which operate in

Greece, including Germany’s Lidl supermarket chain, put
out advertisements on their websites saying they would not
pass on the VAT rise to clients. But others said they could
simply not do otherwise. “I believe the VAT increase will
eventually be rolled over to the final customer, we are
already working on marginal profits,” Sklavenitis supermar-
ket spokeswoman Melina Varoutsikou said. The chain, one
of the biggest in Greece, was in the process of changing the
prices, she said, adding that as a result of any increase in
prices there could be a slight drop in demand.—Reuters
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Protesting farmers, furious over low milk and meat prices, block the A29 highway
close to the Jules Verne toll gate near Amiens, northern France yesterday. — AFP 

PARIS: French President Francois Hollande
yesterday promised measures to help live-
stock and dairy farmers, who have been
protesting for weeks over what they say is a
squeeze on their profits by retailers and
food processors. Since the weekend trac-
tors have blocked roads in Normandy,
including the route to Mont Saint-Michel, a
famous tourist site. Farmers yesterday also
blocked a popular grotto in Montignac in
southwest France. The spreading protest
prompted Agriculture Minister Stephane le
Foll to agree to meet farmers in Caen,
Normandy, later. Farmers had been insist-
ing on a visit from Le Foll, rather than a
meeting in Paris he had proposed, as a con-
dition for any lifting of their blockades.

They accuse food companies and super-
markets of not respecting a deal signed last
month in which they agreed to raise prices
paid to farmers. “Tomorrow’s cabinet will
take decisions. Beyond the issue of distribu-
tion and prices, I have asked that there
should be an emergency plan for French
livestock and dairy producers,” Hollande told
reporters in Paris. He gave no details other
than to say there would be “structural meas-
ures”. French farmers face a number of chal-
lenges, from Russia’s embargo on EU food
imports to slowing Chinese demand and
cheap competition from other EU countries,
denting profit margins that are also being
squeezed by supermarkets’ pricing power.

A government-commissioned report
looking into pricing problems in the meat
industry is now due yesterday rather than
today as originally planned. Le Foll rejected
suggestions that France’s livestock sector
needed to consolidate to create larger
industrial-sized plants to compete better
with products from other countries. “I do
not believe in that model,” he said.
Improving the livelihoods of France’s often
very vocal livestock farmers is a major poli-
cy of Hollande’s government. France cham-
pioned the industry as a priority in a reform
of the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy for
the 2014-2020 period, steering some EU
subsidies away from larger crop-based
farms.

Separately, European Union Economics
Commissioner Pierre Moscovici dismissed a
call by France’s far-right National Front for
talks between Europe and the United
States on a free trade zone to be suspend-
ed. Moscovici acknowledged on BFM TV
that the current pricing structure “was not
balanced”. “There are margins (to make
changes), these must be discovered via
negotiation,” he said. French livestock farm-
ers staged a national “night of distress” ear-
lier this month when tyres were set on fire,
roads blocked and manure dumped out-
side supermarkets, mainly in western
France, home to a large part of the live-
stock industry.—Reuters
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